B-side label

B-Side Label is a group formed in that is made up of Japanese artists who create stickers and
express themselves through their individual pop art styles. The group collaborated with
Capcom to make stickers and other products with art from several of their franchises, including
Rockman. Four Rockman collaboration stickers released on September 24, They were sold both
separatedly and together in a set. Two stickers from the Rockman. EXE series released on
September 29, They were sold separatedly and in a set. Two stickers from the original series
released on September 28, Four stickers from the Rockman X series released on March 22,
Rockman 11 stickers released on September 27, Each set has six stickers, sold separatedly and
in a set. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like
this video? Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. A box
containing 24 badges with images from previously released stickers, three of them being from
the Rockman stickers. Released on June 23, A-side and B-side are terms frequently used to
refer to the two sides of phonograph records and cassettes , often directly on the labels of
two-sided music recording themselves. The A-side usually features a recording that its artist,
producer, or record company intends to receive the initial promotional effort and radio airplay
and hopefully become a hit record. The B-side or "flip-side" is a secondary recording that
typically receives less attention, although some B-sides have been equally or more successful
than their A-sides. Use of this language has largely declined in the early 21st century, given that
the music industry has transitioned away from analog recordings towards digital formats , such
as CDs , downloads and streaming , which do not have physical sides. Nevertheless, some
artists and labels continue to employ the terms A-side and B-side metaphorically to describe
the type of content a particular release features, with B-side sometimes representing a "bonus"
track or other material. The first sound recordings were produced in the late 19th century using
cylinder records , which held approximately two minutes of audio stored upon a single round
surface. One-sided disc records made of shellac co-existed with cylinders and had a similar
capacity. In , Columbia Records introduced double-sided recordings with one selection on each
side in European markets. Although cylinders and discs remained comparable and competitive
for a time both media would be able to hold between three and four minutes of sound by ,
ultimately, discs superseded the cylinder format, rendering it obsolete by , largely due to its
shorter play times. Record producers did not initially have reason to value either side of
double-sided records as being more important than the other. There were no record charts until
the s, and most radio stations did not broadcast recorded music until the s, when the Top 40
radio format overtook full-service network radio. The term "single" came into popular use with
the advent of vinyl records in the early s. During this period, most record labels would
designate one song an A-side and the other a B-side at random. All records have specific
identifiers for each side in addition to the catalog number for the record itself; the "A" side
would typically be assigned a sequentially lower number. Under this random system, many
artists had so-called "double-sided hits", where both songs on a record made one of the
national sales charts in Billboard , Cashbox , or other magazines , or would be featured on
jukeboxes in public places. Conventions shifted in the early s, at which point record companies
started assigning the song they wanted radio stations to play to side A, as 45 rpm single
records "45s" dominated most markets in terms of cash sales in comparison to albums , which
did not fare as well financially. Throughout the decade the industry would slowly shift to an
album-driven paradigm for releasing new music; it was not until that the total production of
albums on a unit basis finally surpassed that of singles in the United Kingdom. However, since
the majority of the 45s were played on AM radio stations that were not yet equipped for stereo
broadcast, stereo was not a priority. Nevertheless, FM rock stations did not like to play
monaural content, so the record companies adopted a protocol for promotional recordings for
disc jockeys with the mono version of a song on one side and a stereo version of the same
song on the other. By the early s, album sales had increased and double-sided hit singles had
become rare. Record companies started to use singles as a means of promoting albums; they
frequently placed album tracks that they wished to promote on side A and less accessible,
non-album, instrumental songs on side B. In order to ensure that radio stations played the side
that the record companies wanted to promote, they often marked one side of a record's label as
a "plug side. The distinction between the two sides became less meaningful after the
introduction of cassettes and compact disc singles in the late s when 45 rpm vinyl records
began to decline. At first, cassette singles would often have one song on each side, matching
the arrangement of vinyl records. Eventually though, cassette maxi-singles containing more
than two songs became more popular. B-side songs may be released on the same record as a
single to provide extra "value for money". There are several types of material commonly
released in this way, including a different version e. Typically, "part one" would be the chart hit,
while "part two" would be a continuation of the same performance. Since both sides of a single

received equal royalties , some composers deliberately arranged for their songs to be used as
the B-sides of singles by popular artists. This became known as the "flipside racket".
Occasionally, the B-side of a single would become the more popular song. This sometimes
occurred because a DJ preferred the B-side to its A-side and played it instead. The song " How
Soon Is Now? Feeder in and had the B-sides "Just a Day" from " Seven Days in the Sun ", and
"Shatter" from " Tumble and Fall " released as A-sides after fan petitions and official website
and fansite message board hype, and both charted at No. In , the first single from XTC 's record
Skylarking , "Grass", was eclipsed in the United States by its B-side, " Dear God " â€” so much
so that the record was almost immediately re-released with one song "Mermaid Smiled"
removed and "Dear God" put in its place, becoming one of the band's better-known hits. On
many reissued singles, the A- and B-sides are two hit songs from different albums that were not
originally released together, or were by completely different artists, altogether. These were often
made for the jukebox , as one record with two popular songs on it would make more money, or
to promote an artist to the fans of another. With synthpop increasingly dominating the UK
charts, the single was re-released with the sides reversed. In early "The Model" reached number
one. A "double A-side" or "AA-side" is a single where both sides are designated the A-side, with
no designated B-side; that is, both sides are "hits" or prospective hit songs and neither side will
be promoted over the other. A double A-sided single is often confused with a single where both
sides, the A and the B, became hits. Although many artists in the late s and early s like Elvis
Presley , the Everly Brothers , Fats Domino , Ricky Nelson , the Beach Boys , Brenda Lee , and
Pat Boone , routinely had hit singles where both sides of the 45 received airplay, these were not
double A-sides. The charts below tally the instances for artists' singles where both sides were
hits, not where both sides were designated an A-side upon manufacture and release. In the UK,
before the advent of digital downloads, both A-sides were accredited with the same chart
position, as the singles' chart was compiled entirely from physical sales. It was also the UK
Christmas No. Both sides of the single received much radio airplay often one after the other ,
which led to them sometimes being referred to as a double A-side. Occasionally double-A-sided
singles were released with each side targeting a different market. In , the Bee Gees also used
this method when they released " Too Much Heaven " for the pop market and the flip side, "
Rest Your Love on Me ", which was aimed toward country stations. Many artists continue to
release double A-sided singles outside of the US where it is seen as more popular. Artists
having the most US double-sided singles on which each side charted in the US Hot , according
to Billboard : [8]. Artists having the most US double-sided singles on which each side reached
the Billboard Top 40 , according to Billboard : [8]. On vinyl, double A-sided singles had one
song on either side of the record, while double B-sides contained two songs on the same side
on the B-side, making three songs in all. When such singles were introduced in the s, the
popular term for them was " maxi single ", though this term is now used more ambiguously for
a variety of formats. For some people these records would not quite qualify as EPs, for those
generally have four songs on a And Then There Were Three There was no inch equivalent. The
band released two 7-inch singles with three tracks apiece, Spot the Pigeon and 3X3 also known
as "Paperlate" , which were explicitly marked as EPs. The B-side, "Inside and Out", was also
considered the selling point of the EP, being Steve Hackett's last contribution to the band, and
remains a favorite of many fans. Iron Maiden 's 7-inch single " Sanctuary " was a re-recording of
a song that had been given for use on the Metal For Muthas compilation the previous year. The
recording was made during the Iron Maiden sessions but was left off the UK version of that
album, and was then put out as a single. To help compensate fans who had specifically bought
Metal for Muthas for the track, the "Sanctuary" single had two live B-sides which were
deliberately selected to be non-album tracksâ€”" I've Got The Fire " a cover of the Montrose
song and "Drifter". At the time this single was released they were the first live Iron Maiden
tracks released though more would follow , and it remains the only officially released recording
of "I've Got The Fire" with Paul Di'Anno on vocals. Versions for jukeboxes included only one of
those songs, which played at 45 rpm. The concept of the B-side has become so well known that
many performers have released parody versions, including:. From Wikipedia, the free
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